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SUMMARY

The response of motor proteins to external loads un-
derlies their ability to work in teams and determines
the net speed and directionality of cargo transport.
The mammalian kinesin-2, KIF3A/B, is a heterotri-
meric motor involved in intraflagellar transport and
vesicle motility in neurons. Bidirectional cargo trans-
port is known to result from the opposing activities of
KIF3A/B and dynein bound to the same cargo, but
the load-dependent properties of kinesin-2 are
poorly understood. We used a feedback-controlled
optical trap to probe the velocity, run length, and un-
binding kinetics of mouse KIF3A/B under various
loads and nucleotide conditions. The kinesin-2motor
velocity is less sensitive than kinesin-1 to external
forces, but its processivity diminishes steeply with
load, and the motor was observed occasionally to
slip and reattach. Eachmotor domain was character-
ized by studying homodimeric constructs, and a
global fit to the data resulted in a comprehensive
pathway that quantifies the principal force-depen-
dent kinetic transitions. The properties of the
KIF3A/B heterodimer are intermediate between the
two homodimers, and the distinct load-dependent
behavior is attributable to the properties of the motor
domains and not to the neck linkers or the coiled-coil
stalk. We conclude that the force-dependent move-
ment of KIF3A/B differs significantly from conven-
tional kinesin-1. Against opposing dynein forces,
KIF3A/B motors are predicted to rapidly unbind and
rebind, resulting in qualitatively different transport
behavior from kinesin-1.

INTRODUCTION

The kinesin-2 motor KIF3A/B is an essential protein in mice that

is involved in organelle transport and mitosis [1]. The two

different motor domains, KIF3A and KIF3B, and a light chain,
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KAP3, form a heterotrimeric protein complex that is expressed

ubiquitously in mammals. KIF3A/B is one of the most abundant

kinesin family motors [2], and is particularly enriched in neuronal

tissue, where it plays a role in fast axonal transport and axono-

genesis [3]. Heterotrimeric kinesin-2 motors are present in

diverse organisms, including algae and protozoa, where their

functions are often linked to ciliogenesis and intraflagellar trans-

port (IFT) [4]. In higher organisms, ciliopathies resulting from the

disruption of IFT are linked to developmental defects and polycy-

stic kidney disease [3, 5].

The effect of mechanical load on kinesin mechanochemistry is

best understood for kinesin-1 (conventional kinesin). Optical

trapping experiments have shown that kinesin-1 steps proces-

sively against hindering loads approaching stall force [6–8],

and have provided insights into both the force-dependent kinetic

transitions [9] and gating mechanisms by which the ATP hydro-

lysis cycles of the two motor domains are maintained out of

phase to ensure efficient stepping with high processivity

[10, 11]. Despite recent investigations into the kinetics [12] and

load-dependent performance of different kinesin-2 motors

[13, 14], the details of their force-dependent mechanochemistry

are lacking. Under loads from a stationary optical trap, the time

that Xenopus kinesin-2 motors stall before detaching from the

microtubule was found to be less than half that of kinesin-1

[14], and Caenorhabditis elegans kinesin-2 was found to have

shorter run lengths than kinesin-1 at comparable forces [8, 15].

The unloaded processivity of mammalian kinesin-2 was also

found to be considerably less than that of kinesin-1, and this

reduced processivity could be explained by the longer neck-

linker domain of kinesin-2 [16]. Another unresolved question is

whether the heterodimeric structure of kinesin-2 plays any role

in its load-dependent processivity [15, 17].

Because several kinesin-2 motors are often attached to a sin-

gle cargo and can interact with kinesin-1, opposing dynein

motors, or even myosin [18], understanding their force-depen-

dent behavior is critical for describing their function in living cells.

Experiments have been conducted in vitro on teams of identical

[19] and opposing motors [20], and models describing cargo

transport by multiple motors have been advanced [21–23].

Although such models can capture aspects of the observed

transport dynamics, their phase space is large, and the pre-

dicted behavior can vary extensively depending upon the choice
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Figure 1. KIF3A/B Stepping against Hindering Load in an Optical

Force Clamp

(A) Recombinant kinesin constructs used in the study. KIF3A/B (blue label)

consists of the full-length KIF3A (green) and KIF3B (red) sequences fused

to a C-terminal His6 tag (pink). Kinesin-1 (black label) is a truncated

D. melanogaster KHC construct (black) fused to the GFP sequence (orange)

and a His6 tag. Homodimeric mutants were generated by joining the KIF3A or

KIF3Bmotor domains to the stalks of KIF3A/B or kinesin-1. The splice site was

the junction between the neck linker and stalk for the respective motors. Two

additional mutants of 3A-KHC were also created: 3A-KHCP>A replaces the

KIF3A neck-linker proline (P; bold) with alanine, and 3A-KHCP>A,DDAL, which

carries the identical mutation, together with a deletion of the three C-terminal

neck-linker residues (DAL; underscored).

(B) Representative records of single-molecule movement for KIF3A/B (4 pN

hindering load, 5 mMATP) displaying forward steps of 8 nm (blue), backsteps of

8 nm (olive), and slips of variable distance (red).
of input parameters. Single-molecule investigations have not

resolved the question of whether kinesin-1 and kinesin-2 motors

respond differently to external loads.

Developing a quantitative understanding of bidirectional trans-

port requires a detailed characterization of the load-dependent

stepping dynamics of KIF3A/B and the contribution from each

subunit to the function of the holoenzyme. Using optical twee-

zers equipped with a force clamp applied to mammalian

KIF3A/B, we set about addressing the following questions. (1)

How do kinesin-2 motors behave under external loads? (2) Are

the two heads of kinesin-2 functionally equivalent? (3)What influ-

ences do the dimerization domains and neck linkers of kinesin-2

have on the load-dependent properties of the motor? Answering

these questions is important for describing the fundamental

mechanism by which N-terminal kinesin motors generate force,
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and for understanding how different kinesin family membersmay

be fine-tuned for specific cellular functions.

RESULTS

Load-Dependent KIF3A/B Stepping Differs from
Kinesin-1
To explore the influence of external load on the stepping kinetics

of kinesin-2, we used a bead assay and optical trap to study

heterodimeric mouse KIF3A/B and homodimeric mutants,

comparing their behavior to the well-characterized Drosophila

kinesin-1 wild-type [17, 24] (Figure 1A). Hereafter, we refer to

the motor domains and associated neck linkers of the Kif3a and

Kif3b gene products as ‘‘A heads’’ and ‘‘B heads,’’ respectively.

KIF3A/B refers to the full-length, His-tagged wild-type dimer

with both A and B heads. The KIF3A/A and KIF3B/B constructs

have theBheadsubstitutedwith anAheadand vice versa, gener-

ating motors with identical heads, while retaining the wild-type

heterodimeric coiled-coil stalk, as described previously [17].

All three KIF3 constructs gave robust, processive movement

at ATP concentrations as low as 100 nM (Figure 1B; Figure S1D).

Single-motor conditions were confirmed based on Poisson sta-

tistical behavior [25]. Steps measuring 8 nm, the microtubule lat-

tice spacing, were observed under a variety of forces and ATP

concentrations (Figure 1B; Figures S1A–S1C, S1E, and S1F),

suggesting that kinesin-2 moves in a similar hand-over-hand

fashion to kinesin-1.

Kinesin-2 runs were infrequent, but consistent from run to run

for all constructs. This intermittent activity was not observed in

chimeras where KIF3 motor domains were fused to kinesin-1

coiled-coil domains (see below). Both kinesin-1 and KIF17, a ho-

modimeric kinesin-2 motor, as well as the KIF3A/B ortholog

KLP11/20 are known to be autoinhibited by their stalks [15, 26,

27]. Our observations are therefore consistent with amechanism

by which the native KIF3A/B stalk or tail, but not the stalk of kine-

sin-1, weakly inhibits the KIF3A/B motor domains in a similar

manner.

Using force-clamp conditions, the properties of kinesin-2 and

kinesin-1 were compared across a wide range of forces and ATP

concentrations. The first observation was that the velocity of

KIF3A/B was much less affected by hindering loads than kine-

sin-1 (Figure 2A). This contrast indicates that there are differ-

ences in the force-dependent rate constants between the two

motor families, which result in a crossover in velocities around

4 pN. To detect any differences in the mechanochemical proper-

ties of the two KIF3A/B heads, the force-velocity relationships of

KIF3A/A and KIF3B/B homodimers were characterized (Fig-

ure 2B). KIF3B/B was slightly faster than KIF3A/A at low load,

but was slowed to a greater extent by hindering loads. The

ATP dependence of velocity at different loads was also assessed

(Figures 2C and 2D). Interestingly, for all conditions, the KIF3A/B

velocity was close to the average of the corresponding KIF3A/A

and KIF3B/B velocities (Figure 2), indicating that the wild-type

heterodimeric KIF3A/B motor may, from a simple kinetic

perspective, be considered to be largely the sum of its parts

(the A and B heads). This conclusion gained additional support

from measurements of the KIF3A/B randomness parameter

versus load [29], which was intermediate between that of

KIF3A/A and KIF3B/B (Figures 2E and 2F).
66–1175, May 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1167
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Figure 2. Motor Velocity and Randomness as a Function of Load

and ATP

(A andB) Force-velocity curves from force-clampoptical trappingexperiments.

(C and D) Velocity at varying ATP concentrations under zero load and 4 pN

hindering load.

(E) The randomness parameter, r, as a function of force at 2 mM ATP.

(F) The randomness parameter, r, as a function of ATP at 4 pN hindering load.

Data points and error bars (SEM) indicate experimental velocities or

randomness values. Solid curves were derived from a global fit to the data (see

Figure 3, Tables S1 and S2, and Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

Velocity and randomness results for KIF3A/A in 5 mMATP are shown in Figures

S2A and S2B. Comparisons between KIF3A/B and kinesin-1 randomness

versus force or ATP concentration [28] are shown in Figures S2E and S2F.
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Figure 3. Modeling the KIF3A/B Mechanochemical Cycle

(A) Processive stepping pathway for KIF3A/B. Transitions k5A and k5B (dark red

arrows) are associated with backsteps.

(B) Legend for the cycle in (A). KIF3A (green) and KIF3B (red) form the KIF3A/B

dimer that moves on microtubules (brown).

(C) Table of fit parameters and SEs of fit for the global fit of the kinetic model to

the data of Figure 2 and Figures S2A and S2B. Assignments of the mecha-

nochemical transitions that correspond to each rate constant in the pathway

are indicated. A three-state model (combining states 3 and 4) was sufficient to

model most of the data; however, fitting the model to the randomness data

required four states for head B. The data for head A were not sufficient to

constrain parameter k4A, so in the actual fit, states 3A and 4A were lumped,

equivalent to assuming a very rapid transition [3A]/[4A]. The lower bound for

this transition was estimated using FitSpace. Similar model fits were carried

out for kinesin-1 and kinesin-2 mutants (Tables S1 and S3).
Model Accounts for Processive Stepping of KIF3A/B
under Load
To explore kinetic and mechanical differences between the A

and B heads in greater detail, we constructed a combined min-

imal kinetic pathway for KIF3A/B and used this model to fit the

load-dependent velocity and randomness results of Figure 2

and Figures S2A and S2B. Figure 3 shows themechanochemical

cycle for KIF3A/B, which encompasses two 8-nm steps. The

corresponding cycle for the KIF3A/A motor was obtained by re-

placing the states involving the B head cycle ([1B]–[4B]) with
1168 Current Biology 25, 1166–1175, May 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd
those of the A head ([1A]–[4A]), and vice versa for KIF3B/B. All

13 free kinetic parameters (assuming a large fixed value for

k4A) were globally fit to the 17 velocity and randomness curves,

using the analytical expressions supplied in Supplemental

Experimental Procedures. Parameter values are given in Fig-

ure 3C, and fits of the model to the data are displayed as solid

lines in Figure 2 and Figures S2A and S2B.

As a starting point for the processive stepping cycle, we used

the A head in its microtubule-attached, nucleotide-free state

([1A]; this choice is arbitrary). At a given force, the ATP depen-

dence for each construct exhibited Michaelis-Menten-type

kinetics. To account for changes in the apparent Michaelis-

Menten constant, KM, with force, we introduced reversible ATP
All rights reserved
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Figure 4. Dependence of Processivity on Load and ATP

(A) Run length for KIF3 constructs as a function of force, together with kine-

sin-1 (in dark gray). Mean run lengths (±SE of fit) at each force were calculated

from exponential fits to the run-length distribution. Solid curves represent fits

to the expression L = L0 exp (�F$d/kBT), where L0 is the run length extrapolated

to zero load from hindering-load data and d is the distance parameter.

(B) KIF3 data from (A) rescaled, showing the differences among motor

constructs.

(C and D) ATP dependence of KIF3 run lengths under zero load and 4 pN

hindering load. Values are mean ± SE of fit. Solid lines show fits over all ATP

levels.

(E) Table of parameters for fits to data in (A) and (B). Lobs is the unloaded run

length obtained by video tracking, averaged for all ATP concentrations. Run-

length results for KIF3A/A in 5 mM ATP and for 6 pN load are displayed in

Figures S2C and S2D.
binding, [1A]4[2A], directly followed by a load-dependent tran-

sition, [2A]/[3A] [8]. The forward step of the motor occurs

during this transition, and its rate is slowed exponentially under

hindering load, according to k2A(F) = k2A,0 exp(�F$d/kBT), where

k2A,0 is the unloaded rate, d is a characteristic distance param-

eter, and kBT is Boltzmann’s constant times the absolute

temperature. The next step in the pathway, [3A]/[4A], is ATP

hydrolysis, and the final step, [4A]/[1B], consists of attachment

and ADP release by the tethered head, followed by phosphate

release and detachment by the trailing head, to complete one

step [30]. A similar cycle is then repeated by head B.

Occasional backstepping, where the kinesin motor moves

8 nm toward the microtubule minus end, occurs infrequently

for kinesin-1, but its frequency can increase significantly when

gating (head-head communication) is reduced, for example, by

lengthening the neck linker [31]. Backstepping generally exerts
Current Biology 25, 11
only a small effect on velocity (except near the stall force), but

it can have a large effect on second-order statistics, such as

the randomness parameter [29]. Under 4 pN of hindering load

and 5 mM ATP, we observed a 3% probability of backstepping

for kinesin-1, consistent with previous observations, and a 6%

backstepping probability (N = 1,504) for KIF3A/B (Figure 1B).

Backstepping probabilities for the other kinesin-2 constructs

were 8% for KIF3A/A (N = 1,206) and 3% for KIF3B/B (N = 1,107).

The high observed randomness values for kinesin-2 (Figures

2E and 2F) could not be modeled using simple kinetic schemes.

We therefore introduced backstepping explicitly into the kinetic

model as transitions that connect the ATP-bound state to the

initial state for the opposite head (dark red arrows for [2A]/

[1B] and [2B]/[1A] in Figure 3A). These transitions, with rates

k5A and k5B, correspond to 8.2-nm backsteps toward the micro-

tubule minus end. For simplicity, all necessary events in the

backstepping subpathway, such as rebinding of the rear head

and possible premature ATP hydrolysis that lead to front-head

detachment [31], have been lumped into a single rate constant.

With the two backstepping transitions incorporated, the global

fit of the model to the KIF3A/B data generated backstepping

rates that varied with force and ATP and were comparable to

the experimental values (e.g., 9% predicted at 4 pN hindering

load and 5 mM ATP, versus 6% measured).

Using the experimental data as constraints, the kinetic model

of Figure 3 was able to generate satisfactory fits to the force- and

ATP-dependent velocity and randomness data of Figure 2. The

FitSpace Explorer algorithm [32] was used to confirm that the

system was constrained (that is, not underdetermined, and

with no fitting parameters subject to large uncertainties); confi-

dence contours and parameters are supplied in Figure S3 and

Table S2 and a detailed explanation is given in Supplemental

Experimental Procedures. The lower bound for k4A was also

estimated using FitSpace. The model represents a reasonable

minimal kinetic scheme for KIF3A/B, and highlights salient differ-

ences between the hydrolysis cycles of heads A and B.

Kinesin-2 Processivity Is Strongly Force Dependent
The force dependence of processivity is critical to how kinesin-

driven intracellular transport will be affected by the actions of

opposing motors, or by obstacles within the cell. To determine

whether kinesin-2 processivity was maintained against signifi-

cant opposing forces, we analyzed the load dependence of its

run length in a force-clamp assay. Unexpectedly, we found

that the processivity of kinesin-2 dropped sharply when a hinder-

ing force was applied, such that runs consisted of amere handful

of steps under modest loads (Figure 4; Figures S2C and S2D).

Unlike kinesin-1, where run lengths depend only moderately

upon load, there were two regimes of processivity for kinesin-2:

unloaded and loaded. Unloaded run lengths were fairly long for

kinesin-2, approaching those of kinesin-1, but, against any

appreciable external load applied by the force clamp (down to

a lower limit of �1 pN), stepping was disrupted and motors

lost processivity. To quantify the dependence on force, F, the

mean run lengths under hindering load, L, were fit to the expo-

nential expression L = L0 exp(�F$d/kBT), where L0 is the

unloaded run length and d is the distance parameter. Distance

parameters were similar for kinesin-1 and kinesin-2, but their

run lengths extrapolated to zero load (based on hindering-load
66–1175, May 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1169



data) differed by nearly an order of magnitude (Figure 4E).

Furthermore, the L0 values derived from fits for kinesin-2 con-

structs with a KIF3A head were significantly lower than the

measured unloaded run length, Lobs. This difference reinforces

the distinction between the unloaded and loaded regimes,

because L0 and Lobs would be expected to be equal if the run

length varied continuously across all loads. Under assisting

forces, kinesin-2 run lengths were too short to be reliably

measured, indicating a significant asymmetry in motor proper-

ties with respect to the direction of the applied load.

As with velocity and randomness results, the KIF3A/B run

lengths were intermediate between those of KIF3A/A and

KIF3B/B under nearly all ATP and load conditions (Figure 4), sug-

gesting that the detachment rate for the heterodimer reflects the

additive behavior of its two different motor domains. Unlike a

previous report [17], there was no evident ATP dependence on

the run length, measured under zero load or 4 pN hindering

load (Figures 4C and 4D). The difference is attributable to the

improved assay conditions. We also observed transient detach-

ments, followed by reattachments, under hindering loads, here-

after referred to as ‘‘slips’’ (Figure 1B; Figures S1D and S1E).

Slips were observed at the end of 28% of runs by KIF3A/B

(2mMATP, 4 pN hindering load, N = 109). The slipping frequency

was similar for KIF3B/B (27%, N = 780) and even higher for

KIF3A/A (41%, N = 742). The observed frequency depends

upon the run length, because short runs offer a smaller distance

over which motors can rebind before the attached bead exits the

detection region. The reported difference between KIF3A/A

(which has short run lengths under load) and KIF3B/B therefore

represents a lower bound. At 5 mM ATP, the slipping frequency

was similar for all three constructs (25%–31%, N = 145–305).

Slips were also observed for a chimera with KIF3A heads but a

kinesin-1 neck and stalk (3A-KHC, 42%, N = 842; described

below), but almost no slipping was found with the corresponding

KIF3B chimera (3B-KHC, 7%, N = 651), nor for wild-type kine-

sin-1 (3%, N = 577).

How can one understand the strong load dependence of kine-

sin-2 processivity in terms of the underlyingmechanochemistry?

As kinesin takes a forward step, the probability of the motor de-

taching from the microtubule is determined by a competition be-

tween the forward attachment of the unbound tethered head and

the dissociation of the bound partner head. The sensitive load

dependence of kinesin-2 processivity could therefore be caused

by (1) faster dissociation from the one-head-bound state or (2)

slower binding of the tethered head under load (or both). To

examine the first possibility, we measured the unbinding kinetics

of kinesin-1 and kinesin-2 motors subjected to rapid increases in

load, as described in the following section. To examine the sec-

ond possibility, we modified the neck-linker domain, which is

predicted to alter the binding kinetics of the tethered head.

Force-Dependent Unbinding Dynamics
By measuring unbinding forces, that is, the forces at which kine-

sin motors mechanically detach frommicrotubules, it is possible

to probe the load dependence of dissociation in various nucleo-

tide states [33]. To avoid potential artifacts from dimerization

domains and to collect sufficient statistics for model fitting, ex-

periments were carried out using the homodimeric chimeras

3A-KHC and 3B-KHC, which consist of KIF3 motor domains
1170 Current Biology 25, 1166–1175, May 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd
and neck linkers fused to a truncated kinesin-1 dimerization

domain and stalk (Figure 1A). These motors were previously

characterized in single-molecule assays [34]; like full-length

KIF3A/B, they step processively along microtubules under load

(Figures S1G and S1H). However, their binding efficiency in

assays was considerably greater than that of full-length KIF3

constructs, and their kinesin-1-derived stalks removed any con-

cerns about possible differences in elastic compliance when

comparing kinesin-2 results with kinesin-1.

The force-dependent unbinding rate, koff(F), can be character-

ized by the unloaded off rate, k0, and a distance parameter, d, ac-

cording to koff(F) = k0 exp(F$d/kBT) [35]. In our experiments, the

external load was ramped linearly with time, that is, F = at, where

a is the loading rate, in pN s�1. The corresponding unbinding-

force distribution was modeled by

NðFÞ=C exp

�jFjd
kBT

+
½1� expðjFjd=kBTÞ� kBT

dat

�
; (Equation 1)

where t = 1/k0 and C is a constant (adapted from [33]). Parame-

ters k0 and d were obtained by fitting the data of Figure 5A.

Unbinding forces were measured in different nucleotide states

and for different pulling directions. AMP-PNP (0.5 mM) was used

to mimic the ATP state, apyrase (10 U/ml) with no added nucle-

otide was used to assess the nucleotide-free (apo) state, and

ADP (1 mM) was used to assess the ADP state. The apo and

ATP states were assayed with a loading rate a = 10 pN s�1,

but the fast unbinding in ADP required a much higher loading

rate, a = 100 pN s�1.

Some general conclusions can be drawn from the data of

Figure 5. First, all kinesin constructs bound quite tightly to the

microtubule in the presence of AMP-PNP or no nucleotide. The

unbinding rates from these states were significantly lower than

thedetachment ratesdeterminedunder similar loadsduringproc-

essive runs (Figure S4), so detachment from these states during

processive movement is considered highly unlikely. Second, the

unbinding rates in ADP were higher for KIF3A or KIF3B than for

kinesin-1, consistent with the shorter run lengths of kinesin-2mo-

tors (Figure4). Third, thedetachment rates in the forwarddirection

in ADP were higher than corresponding rates in the rearward

direction. Finally, the load dependence of all detachment rates

was very weak (maximum d = 1.1 nm). Because this load depen-

dence was smaller than the load dependence of the run lengths

(Figure 4), the unbinding event itself is unlikely to be the main

force-dependent quantity that determines processivity. Put

another way, the unbinding rates are correlated with run lengths

under load, but these cannot explain the precipitous drop in run

length that is observed between unloaded and loaded runs.

The unbinding rates for kinesin-1 in ADP were considerably

higher than those previously reported for kinesin-1, which were

estimated using a 20-fold lower loading rate [33]. From fits to

the backward pulling data (Figure 5B), it can be seen that k0 is

2- to 3-fold higher for KIF3A and KIF3B than for kinesin-1. Signif-

icant asymmetry in the detachment rate between forward and

backward pulling has been reported previously for kinesin-1

[33], and it is found here to be a feature of kinesin-2 as well. Using

separate unloaded detachment rates for each direction resulted

in significantly better fits to the measured distributions (reduced

c2 = 1.0; kinesin-1 in ADP) compared with a single variable

(reduced c2 = 3.3).
All rights reserved
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3B-KHC 0.21 ± 2 0.4 ± 0.1 0.38 ± 3 0.8 ± 0.1
Kinesin-1 0.11 ± 1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.36 ± 5 0.3 ±

AMP-PNP 3A-KHC 00.6 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.3 0.17 ± 0.06 0.9 

0.9 

± 0.2
3B-KHC 00.7 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.2 0.18 ± 0.06 0.6 ± 0.1
Kinesin-1 0.07 ± 0.04 1.1 ± 0.2 0.13 ± 0.07 0.8 ±

No nucleotide 3A-KHC 00.9 ± 0.3 00.8 ± 0.3
3B-KHC 00.7 ± 0.2 00.3 ± 0.2
Kinesin-1 00.1 ± 0.4 00.9 ± 0.4
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Figure 5. Unbinding Force Measurements

(A) Unbinding force histograms for 3A-KHC, 3B-KHC, and kinesin-1 (rows) in

1 mM ADP, 0.5 mM AMP-PNP, or no nucleotide (columns). Data points and

error bars (SD) indicate the relative frequency. Negative unbinding forces

correspond to pulling kinesin toward themicrotubuleminus end (the hindering-

load direction); positive forces are toward the plus end (assisting load direc-

tion). Loading rates: 100 pN s�1 for ADP; 10 pN s�1 for AMP-PNP and no

nucleotide (apyrase). Solid lines represent fits to the data under each curve for

each pulling direction. Bins with few counts were excluded as well as data at

low forces due to the possibility of missed events.

(B) Fit parameters (±SE of fit) are shown for each construct and experimental

condition, using the parameters indicated in Equation 1. k0 is the unloaded off

rate and d is the characteristic distance parameter. For microtubule dissoci-

ation rates during processive stepping, see also Figure S4.
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Figure 6. Effect of Neck-Linker Length on Force-Dependent Proper-

ties of KIF3

Data are from chimeric constructs consisting of kinesin-2 heads fused to the

kinesin-1 stalk (2 mM ATP).

(A) Load dependence of run length for 3A-KHC constructs with different neck-

linker domains, along with 3B-KHC, color-coded as in (B). Values at each force

are mean ± SE of fit to exponential run-length distributions. Run lengths as a

function of force were fit to exponential functions; parameters are given in

Table S4. Inset: expanded view of run lengths at nonzero loads.

(B) Load dependence of velocity, colored as shown (legend). Velocity data

were fit using a three-state model with a single force-dependent transition.

Parameters are given in Table S3. A comparison between velocities and run

lengths for homodimers with the native KIF3A/B stalk (KIF3A/A and KIF3B/B)

and the kinesin-1 stalk (3A-KHC and 3B-KHC) is shown in Figure S5. The

corresponding data for kinesin-1 with an extended neck linker are displayed in

Figure S6 and Table S1.
Unbinding rates in AMP-PNP for kinesin-2 and kinesin-1 were

similar in the assisting direction, but hindering loads generated

much higher unbinding rates for kinesin-2. The corresponding

distributions for AMP-PNP displayed clear maxima, indicating

relatively strong force dependencies, with distance parameters

around 1 nm. In the absence of nucleotides, the average unbind-

ing force ranged between 9 and 16 pN for all constructs. Unlike in

the presence of AMP-PNP or ADP, where motors repeatedly re-

attached to the microtubule following mechanical unbinding,

only a single measurement could be performed per bead under

nucleotide-free conditions. The failure of reversible binding
Current Biology 25, 11
may have been due to the mechanical denaturation of motors

lacking bound nucleotide or their detachment from the bead sur-

face. Regardless, the absence of rebinding rendered it unfeasi-

ble to collect statistics for the accurate determination of the force

sensitivity for detachment (d). From the limited data available,

however, it is clear that detachment rates were low (k < 1 s�1)

for all constructs.

Differences in Neck-Linker and Neck-Coil Domains Do
Not Explain Load-Dependent Processivity
Besides differing in their core catalytic domains, kinesin-1 and

kinesin-2 also differ in their neck-linker domains. The kinesin-1

head neck linker consists of 14 residues, whereas the A and B

heads of kinesin-2 both have 17-residue neck linkers [16]. Previ-

ous work has established that the differences in unloaded proc-

essivity between kinesin-1 and -2 likely result from differences

associated with their neck linkers and not their core motor do-

mains [16, 34]. Here we tested whether the contrasting load-

dependent properties of kinesin-1 and -2 result from differences

in neck-linker length or amino acid sequence.

Experiments were conducted to compare the load depen-

dence of the velocity and run length for construct 3A-KHC with

construct 3A-KHCP>A, which has an effectively longer neck

linker, due to swapping out a kinked proline residue [16], and

with 3A-KHCP>A,DDAL, which has a 14-residue neck linker, similar

to kinesin-1 (Figure 1A). The unloaded run lengths depended

strongly upon the neck linkers, with 3A-KHCP>A being less,

and 3A-KHCP>A,DDAL being considerably more, processive than

3A-KHC (Figure 6A). Quantitatively, these effects were even

larger than differences scored previously [16], possibly attribut-

able to using a bead assay for the present experiments, rather

than fluorescently taggedmotors (beads are less prone to diffuse
66–1175, May 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1171



away from the microtubule than single proteins). Remarkably,

any effects of neck-linker length vanished when force was

applied, with all three motors displaying similar run lengths (Fig-

ure 6A; Table S4). This finding suggests that even a small

external force can disrupt any enhanced gating effects that

may result from shortening the neck linker.

Changing the neck-linker length also had no major effect on

the velocities of the different 3A-KHC constructs when subjected

to either low or high loads (Figure 6B; Table S3). The force-veloc-

ity relationship for 3B-KHC was similar to that of 3A-KHC, and

the load dependence was slightly weaker than for 3A and 3B

homodimers that included the normal kinesin-2 coiled-coil

domain (Figure 3; Figure S5; Tables S3 and S4). The run lengths

of 3B-KHC were very short for all forces: only a few steps, on

average (Figure S5).

We also compared the behavior of kinesin-1 to kinesin-1DAL,

which includes the last three residues of the kinesin-2 neck linker

inserted between the kinesin-1 neck-linker and neck-coil do-

mains. Extending the kinesin-1 neck linker significantly reduced

the unloaded run length and moderately reduced the unloaded

velocity, as noted previously [16], but the load dependence was

not influenced significantly (Figure S6; Table S1). Hence, the con-

trasting behavior of kinesin-1 and kinesin-2 under load is not ex-

plained by differences in the lengths of their neck linkers.

As a final test, we swapped the neck-linker domains between

kinesin-1 and kinesin-2. 3A-KHC with a kinesin-1 neck linker

behaved similar to 3A-KHC (data not shown), whereas kinesin-1

with a KIF3A neck linker was not functional. Because neck-linker

docking involves interactions with complementary residues in

the core motor domain [36], it is not surprising that the linkers

are not fully interchangeable. Why the kinesin-2 motor retained

function is not clear, but it is possible that specific docking of

the neck linker to the core motor domain is necessary for kine-

sin-1 but not for kinesin-2.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to examine the performance of

kinesin-2 family motors under load and to assess the relative

contributions of its two different motor domains, along with the

neck-linker and stalk domains, to motility. By performing force-

clampmeasurements using an optical trap, we found unique fea-

tures that set this family apart from conventional kinesin motors.

Under load, the run length of mouse KIF3A/B is sharply reduced,

compared to its unloaded run length or to that of kinesin-1 under

load. It is also less than half the run length of KLP11/20, the

C. elegans ortholog [15]. Despite this reduced processivity, how-

ever, the velocity of KIF3A/B is much less affected by loads than

kinesin-1. The key rate constants that set the stepping rate and

processivity therefore have strikingly different load depen-

dencies for kinesin-2 and kinesin-1. By studying homodimeric

mutants, we were able to derive a two-head stepping model

that fit all the available force-clamp data. The force-velocity

and force-run-length curves for KIF3A/B were intermediate be-

tween those of KIF3A/A and KIF3B/B, demonstrating that the

heterodimer properties could be modeled as an admixture of

the behavior of the twomotor domains. Furthermore, when fused

to a kinesin-1 coiled coil, both KIF3A and KIF3B homodimers

were functional, suggesting that the heterodimeric aspect of
1172 Current Biology 25, 1166–1175, May 4, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd
the kinesin-2 stalk does not play a dominant role in motor

mechanics.

By fitting a kinetic scheme of the KIF3A/B mechanochemical

cycle to the data, we find that the canonical model for kinesin-1

stepping can be adapted to describe kinesin-2. Kinesin-2 binds

strongly to microtubules in its nucleotide-free, ATP-waiting

state, and the lack of ATP dependence for the run length indi-

cates thatmicrotubule release takes place from another (distinct)

point in the kinetic cycle. When moving against an opposing

load, the velocity of KIF3B/B was slowed to a greater extent

than KIF3A/A, and the run length of KIF3B/B was reduced to a

lesser extent than KIF3A/A. In that sense, the behavior of

KIF3B/B wasmore similar to kinesin-1 than KIF3A/A. In the cycle

of Figure 3, the data were best fit by a model in which the load

dependence of neck-linker docking for KIF3B (d for step k2) is

twice that for KIF3A. The structural basis for this difference is

not clear, because the neck-linker domains only differ by two

residues, neither of which is implicated in key docking interac-

tions with the core catalytic domain and neck cover strand [36].

One hypothesis is that the unconventional load sensitivity of

kinesin-2 might be attributable to its longer neck-linker domain.

The kinesin step is believed to consist of a concerted conforma-

tional change (neck-linker docking) followed by a diffusive

component, where the tethered head searches for its next bind-

ing site. Thus, a plausible expectation might be that extending

the neck linker would bias the ability of the tethered head to

find its next microtubule binding site when stepping, particularly

under loaded conditions. However, the available data (Figure 6;

Figure S5) show that this is not the case: alterations to the neck-

linker length and neck-coil domains had negligible effects.

Hence, differences in the mechanical properties of kinesin-1

and kinesin-2 reside in the properties of their core motor

domains.

No obvious advantage for cellular function emerged from

combining two different motor domains, based on comparisons

of the velocity and run length of heterodimeric KIF3A/B and the

engineered homodimeric constructs, KIF3A/A and KIF3B/B,

which all displayed similar behavior. In this respect, mouse kine-

sin-2 KIF3A/B differs substantially from C. elegans kinesin-2

KLP11/20, where the engineered homodimer KLP11/11 (equiva-

lent to KIF3B/B) was reported in a previous study to be 2-fold

slower in multiple-motor gliding assays and nonprocessive in

single-molecule bead assays [15].

The diminished processivity of kinesin-2 under load could, in

principle, result from a greater load dependence of the microtu-

bule affinity, or from a load-dependent increase in the time spent

in the low-microtubule-affinity state. To determine whether

microtubule affinity was a determining factor, we performed un-

binding force experiments. Consistent with the robust processiv-

ity observed at low ATP concentrations, kinesin-2 motor

domains were strongly bound in the nucleotide-free state.

Slow unbinding was also found for heads carrying AMP-PNP,

whichmimics the ATP-bound state. The off rates under rearward

forces in these high-affinity states were greater for kinesin-2 than

kinesin-1, but they were significantly lower than the detachment

rates when motors stepped against hindering loads at saturating

ATP (Figure 5; Figure S4), and therefore cannot account for

the observed processivity differences. In the ADP state, the un-

binding rates for KIF3A and KIF3B heads were higher than for
All rights reserved



kinesin-1, which is broadly consistent with their contrasting run-

length behavior. However, the force dependencies for detach-

ment in ADP did not differ significantly between motor families,

and were significantly weaker than the force dependence of

the run lengths (e.g., d = 0.4 nm for kinesin-1 unbinding force

in ADP versus d = 1.8 nm for kinesin-1 run length). The load

dependence of kinesin-2 processivity cannot therefore be ex-

plained simply by differences in the microtubule affinities of

various nucleotide states. Instead, the data suggest that the

loss of kinesin-2 processivity under load results from the motor

spending a greater portion of its hydrolysis cycle in a low-affinity

state.

Run-length measurements revealed two distinct regimes of

kinesin-2 processivity: loaded and unloaded. Unloaded run

lengths were relatively long and strongly influenced by the

neck-linker length. By contrast, even at 1 pN (the lowest force

explored with the force clamp), run lengths were an order of

magnitude shorter and apparently independent of the neck-

linker length (Figure 6). This disparity contrasts sharply with kine-

sin-1, where extensions of the neck linker reduced run lengths to

a similar degree from zero load out to loads approaching the stall

force (Figure S6). A further distinguishing characteristic of kine-

sin-2 was its occasional tendency to slip backward, then rapidly

reattach to the microtubule and continue stepping (Figure 1B;

Figure S1D). Together, these behaviors point toward a mecha-

nism in whichmotorsmay spend a portion of the hydrolysis cycle

in a weakly bound state that is readily dissociated by external

load. Such a weak binding state may share similarities with diffu-

sive mechanisms proposed for processive KIF1A monomers

[37]. Alternatively, motors may periodically detach during proc-

essive runs, but the presence of an external load may block re-

attachment in a way not experienced by conventional kinesin.

Slipping was observed for the KIF3B/B homodimer and to an

even greater degree for the KIF3A/A homodimer and KIF3A mo-

tor domains fused to kinesin-1 coiled coils. Because kinesin-1

does not slip, this finding argues against electrostatic tethering

by the neck-coil domain as the dominant cause of slipping

[38]. Instead, the slipping behavior is more likely attributable to

an inherent property of the KIF3A/B motor domains, in particular

to KIF3A.

Processive kinesin-2 behavior under load has important impli-

cations for understanding bidirectional transport in cells. IFT par-

ticles, neuronal vesicles, melanosomes, and other cargoes

transported by kinesin-2 also carry dynein, and their overall di-

rection of movement is thought to result from competition be-

tween plus- and minus-end-directed motors [4, 18, 39], which

may additionally be subject to regulation. Conventional kine-

sin-1 slows and eventually stalls under increasing hindering

loads. Kinesin-2 motors, as we show here, rapidly dissociate un-

der hindering loads, and are able to rebind quickly after slipping

backward. Kinesin-2 behavior is therefore more dynamic than ki-

nesin-1. Computational models have shown that the net direc-

tion of bidirectional transport and the directional switching rate

depend sensitively upon the parameters that describe the

load-dependent properties of motors, and particularly upon their

detachment rates [22, 23]. The present work supplies a set of

quantitative measurements for constraining such models. We

note that kinesin-2 run lengths vary nearly exponentially with

external load. However, the effective rate of motor dissociation
Current Biology 25, 11
from the microtubule is not similarly exponential, as assumed

by at least one model [22]. Instead, the effective dissociation

rate is supplied by the motor velocity divided by the run length,

and both of these quantities display different load dependence.

The kinesin-2 dissociation rate increases steeply with load (Fig-

ure S4), making this motor particularly amenable to dynamic

switching during bidirectional transport. The residence time of

kinesin-1 on the microtubule, by contrast, is predicted to vary

minimally under the influence of opposing loads.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Kinesin Constructs

Kinesin constructs were prepared as described [17]. KIF3A/B, KIF3A/A, and

KIF3B/B constructs with native stalks terminated by a His6 tag were expressed

in Sf9 cells.

All other constructs were expressed in Escherichia coli [16, 34]. The

construct described as ‘‘kinesin-1’’ was generated from the Drosophila mela-

nogaster kinesin heavy chain (KHC) with a stalk truncated at residue 559, fused

to a His-tagged GFP sequence. The remaining constructs all had stalks (resi-

dues 345–559) identical to kinesin-1, above. The motor domains and neck

linkers for 3A-KHC and 3B-KHC were those from Kif3a and Kif3b, respec-

tively. 3A-KHCP>A and 3A-KHCP>A,DDAL were identical to 3A-KHC, with the

exception of a proline-to-alanine substitution in the neck linker (amino acid

355) and, for 3A-KHCP>A,DDAL, the deletion of the three last amino acids

(DAL) of the neck linker.

Optical Trapping Assay

Optical trapping was carried out as described [31]. For all experiments, the

motility buffer was 80 mM PIPES, 1 mM EGTA, 4 mM MgCl2, 2 mg ml�1

BSA, 2 mM DTT, 10 mM Taxol (paclitaxel), and nucleotides at the desired con-

centration. An oxygen-scavenging system (1 mg ml�1 glucose, 50 mg ml�1

glucose oxidase, and 12 mg ml�1 catalase) was added immediately before

use. For high-force unbinding experiments in the presence of AMP-PNP or

apyrase, higher concentrations of scavenging system were used (5 mg ml�1

glucose, 250 mg ml�1 glucose oxidase, and 60 mg ml�1 catalase). The kinesin

molecule was linked to 440-nm-diameter streptavidin-coated polystyrene

beads (Spherotech) via a biotinylated Penta-His antibody (QIAGEN). Beads

and protein were incubated on a rotator at 4�C for 2 hr or more.

Instrumentation

All data were collected with the instrument described in [40]. For force-clamp

experiments, the data were recorded at 20 kHz and decimated to 2 kHz, and

the position signal was low-pass filtered at 1 kHz. The force clamp was up-

dated at 500 Hz to maintain a constant offset distance between the trap and

bead centers of roughly 80 nm. The laser power was adjusted for each clamp

force, and each bead used was calibrated as described [40].

For unbinding force experiments, the trap was maintained at a fixed posi-

tion, and force was ramped by moving the stage at a constant velocity through

the linear region of the trap. Trap stiffness was adjusted appropriately to

assure that the bead stayed within this linear region (�120 nm).

Data Analysis

The data were analyzed using IGOR Pro 6.0 (WaveMetrics) to obtain velocities,

run lengths, and randomness values for each experimental condition. Velocity

distributions were obtained from individual linear fits to kinesin runs (N = 50–

700). Each run-length distribution was fit to an exponential distribution,

excluding the first bins to account for missing events. The randomness param-

eter, r, is defined as

r = Lim
t/N

�
xðtÞ2�� hxðtÞi2

dhxðtÞi ;

where x(t) is motor position, d is the step size, and the angle brackets denote

the ensemble average [29]. In all, over 25,000 events were scored in the

analysis.
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The resulting curves for velocity and randomness, as functions of ATP and

force, were fit globally using IGOR Pro: 17 curves for KIF3A/A, KIF3A/B,

and KIF3B/B were fit simultaneously to constrain 13 free parameters. The

analytical expressions used in the curve fitting were generated in Mathematica

8.0 (Wolfram Research) using methods previously described [31, 41]. The full

expressions can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

The force dependencies of run lengths under hindering loads were fit by ex-

ponentials. Because no ATP dependence of run lengths was observed, these

data were fit by a constant. For unbinding force measurements, separate fits

were performed for the distributions obtained for forward and backward pull-

ing directions (see Results). The characteristic distance, d, was constrained to

be positive.
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Figure S1, Related to Figure 1. (A-C) Histograms of the step-size distribution of forward steps for 
KIF3A/B, KIF3A/A, and KIF3B/B under hindering load (5 µM ATP, 4 pN, error bars indicate s.d.), with 
single gaussian fits (solid red lines; means, s.e., and N are supplied in the legends). (D-H) Representative 
single-molecule records for the indicated kinesin constructs, subject to hindering loads applied by an 
optical force clamp, and displaying individual steps. Raw data and median-filtered traces are superposed 
(blue); rearward slips are indicated (red). (D) KIF3A/B (2 mM ATP, 4 pN hindering load). (E-F) 
KIF3A/A and KIF3B/B (5 µM ATP, 4 pN hindering load). (G-H) 3A-KHC and 3B-KHC (2 mM ATP, 
5 pN hindering load). 
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Figure S2, Related to Figure 2 and 4. A, B. KIF3A/A velocity and randomness as a function of hindering 
load (mean ± s.e.; 5 µM ATP). Curves (solid lines) are from the global fit shown in Figure 2. C. KIF3A/A 
run length as a function of hindering load (mean ± s.e., at 5 µM ATP). The curve (solid line) shows an 
exponential fit (L0 = 132 ± 13 nm, δ = 1.8 ± 0.1 nm). D. KIF3A/A run length as a function of ATP 
concentration (mean ± s.e., at 6 pN hindering load). The data are fit to a constant (12.5 ± 0.7 nm, solid 
line). E. Randomness for KIF3A/B as a function of load (blue dots, mean ± s.e., 2 mM ATP). The curve 
(blue, solid line) shows the global fit. Plotted for comparison are randomness data for Drosophila kinesin-
1 (dark grey points, mean ± s.e., data from this study) and squid kinesin-1 (olive dots, mean ± s.e., data 
from [S1]). F. Randomness for KIF3A/B as a function of ATP concentration (blue dots, mean ± s.e., 4 pN 
hindering load), compared to squid kinesin-1 (3.59 pN hindering load, olive dots, mean ± s.e., data from 

  .)]1S[



 
 

Figure S3, Related to Figure 3. Two-dimensional representations of FitSpace contours of the reciprocal 
normalized SSE values (Sum Square Errors, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures), showing the 
stability and goodness-of-fit of the model. Parameter names are those for the model described in 
Supplemental Experimental Procedures (below). Sharps peaks (dark red color) indicate stable 
convergence of the fit to a narrow range of the parameter values; regions of non-convergence are 
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Figure S4, Related to Figure 5. Force dependence of the dissociation rate from the microtubule during 
processive stepping by KIF3A/B (blue dashes; mean ± s.e.), compared to kinesin-1 (dark grey dashes; 
mean ± s.e.). Dissociation rates were calculated by dividing the velocity by the run length, using the data 
of Figs. 2 and 4 (main text). 
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Figure S5, related to Figure 6. Comparison between homodimeric constructs with the native KIF3A/B 
stalk (KIF3A/A, KIF3B/B) and with the kinesin-1 stalk (3A-KHC, 3B-KHC). A. Run length as a function 
of force (dashes; mean ± s.e., color code in legend). Inset: Expanded view at non-zero loads. Fits to 
exponential functions (solid lines) with the parameters given in Figure 4 and Table S4. B. Velocity as a 
function of force (dashes; mean ± s.e.). Solid lines are fits to global model (KIF3A/A, KIF3B/B) or the 3-
state model of Table S1 (3A-KHC, 3B-KHC). 
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Figure S6, related to Figure 6. Kinesin-1DAL velocity and run length as functions of load. A. Kinesin-1DAL 
velocity vs. force at saturating ATP concentration (2 mM; dashes; mean ± s.e.). Data were fit to a 3-state 
model (solid grey curve, parameters in Table S1). B. Kinesin-1DAL run length vs. force at saturating ATP 
concentration (2 mM; dashes; mean ± s.e.). Data were fit to an exponential, with unloaded run length Lo = 
356 ± 12 nm and distance parameter δ = 1.64 ± 0.05 nm. 
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Supplemental Tables 

Table S1, related to Figures 2A and S5. Kinetic parameters (fit parameters ± s.e. from fit) for the 
processive stepping of kinesin-1 and kinesin-1DAL. The experimental force-velocity curve for kinesin-1 in 
Figure 2A and for kinesin-1DAL in Figure S5, obtained in 2 mM ATP, were fit to the following kinetic 
scheme: 

1
	 ATP /	

2 3 → 1  

The scheme is similar to that in Figure 3. The rates k3 and k4 in Figure 3 have been combined into k3 here, 
and the back-stepping pathway was not included. Because ATP binding is fast under saturating ATP 
conditions, the second order ATP binding rate, k1=3 µM−1 s−1 , and ATP unbinding rate, k−1=50 s−1, were 
taken to be fixed. 

  

Rate Transition kinesin-1 kinesin-1DAL

k2 Neck-linker docking (s−1) 2753 ± 163 3311 ± 467 
k3 ATP hydrolysis (s−1) 98.9 ± 0.5 69.2 ± 0.9 
 Distance parameter (nm) 3.58 ± 0.05 4.13 ± 0.12 

 

  



 
 

Table S2, Confidence intervals for the parameters in the kinetic model. The cited fit values represent the 
best fit, and the fit errors are the associated least-square fit errors. The lower and upper limits were 
derived from FitSpace contours at the 5% sum square error (SSE) level (see Supplemental Experimental 

Procedures). All rate constants have units of s-1, and the distance parameters () has units of nm. 

 Least-squares fit 
parameters 

FitSpace analysis 
confidence intervals 

Parameter Fit value Fit error Lower limit Upper limit 

k1A 3.06 0.06 2.5 4.9 

k1B 2.06 0.03 1.7 2.8 

k−1A 12 7 0 160 

k−1B 124 10 42 330 

k2A 530 21 310 970 

k2B 1,730 211 510 7,900 

k3A 67.9 0.5 62 86 

k3B 81.2 0.6 74 99 

k4A 50000 (fixed) N/A 670 N/A 

k4B 439 26 270 2,100 

k5A 23.5 0.7 17 38 

k5B 17 1 6.9 34 

A 1.09 0.04 0.63 1.8 

B 2.28 0.09 1.5 3.7 

 

  



 
 

Table S3, related to Figure 6B. Kinetic parameters for the processive stepping of kinesin-2 mutants. The 
experimental force-velocity curve for the kinesin-2 mutants in Figure 6B, obtained in 2 mM ATP, were fit 
to the kinetic scheme described in the caption of Table S1: 

Kinetic parameters for kinesin-2 mutants  

Rate Transition 3A-KHC 3A-KHCP>A 3A-KHCP>A, ∆DAL 3B-KHC
k2 Neck-linker docking (s−1) 2,800 ± 400 1,300 ± 300 800 ± 100 3,200 ± 1,000 
k3 ATP hydrolysis (s−1) 46.1 ± 0.3 47.6 ± 0.8 48.7 ± 0.7 50 ± 1 
 Distance parameter (nm) 3.0 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1 3.5 ± 0.3 

 

Table S4. Run length parameters for kinesin-2 mutants. Lobs is the observed (measured) unloaded run 
length using video centroid tracking; L0 is the unloaded run length extrapolated from exponential fits to 
the run length data obtained under load. 

Run length parameters for kinesin-2 mutants  

Rate Transition 3A-KHC 3A-KHCP>A 3A-KHCP>A, ∆DAL 3B-KHC
Lobs Unloaded run length (nm) 1,344 ± 151 893 ± 95 2,855 ± 299 231 ± 40 
L0 Extrapolated run length (nm) 139 ± 10 119 ± 8 115 ± 12 32 ± 2 
 Distance parameter (nm) 1.3 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 

  



 
 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures 

Expressions for fit to kinetic model 
Individual terms from a 7-by-7 matrix determinant were combined to obtain velocity and randomness 
expressions that were subsequently exported to IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics) for fitting purposes. The 
velocity and randomness data, as function of force (F) and ATP (T), were fit to the expressions given 
below. In the fitting procedure, hindering loads corresponded to negative force values. Similarly, 
characteristic distance parameters measured under hindering loads take on negative distance values. 

Velocity(F, T)= vel1/(vel2+vel3) and 
Randomess(F, T)=ddgamma/dgamma-2*dbeta/beta+2*alpha*dgamma/(beta^2) 

where d=8.2, kT=4.056, d5a=0, d5b=0, d6a=0, d6b=0, k4a=50000 and 

vel1=(2*T*d*k1a*k1b*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b*(exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*k2b*k5a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*k5a*k5b+k2a*(
k2b+exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*k5b)-exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a+d6b)*F)/kT)*k6a*k6b)) 

vel21=exp((d2b*F)/kT)*k1a*k1mb*k2a+exp((d2a*F)/kT)*k1b*k1ma*k2b+(k1a+k1b)*k2a*k2b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a)*F)/kT)*k
1a*k1mb*k5a+exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2b*k5a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*k1b*k1ma*k5b 

vel22=exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2a*k5b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k5a*k5b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6
a)*F)/kT)*k1a*k1mb*k6a+exp(((d2a+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2b*k6a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k5b*k6a 

vel23=exp(((d2a+d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*k1b*k1ma*k6b+exp(((d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2a*k6b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d6b)*F)
/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k5a*k6b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k6a*k6b 

vel2=k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b*(vel21+vel22+vel23) 

vel31=exp((d2a*F)/kT)*k2b*k3b*k4a*k4b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k4b*k5a+exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*k2b*(k4a*
k4b+k3b*(k4a+k4b))*k5a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k4b*k5b 

vel32=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*k3b*(k4a+k4b)*k5a*k5b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k4b*k6a+exp(((d2a+
d6a)*F)/kT)*k2b*k4a*(k3b+k4b)*k6a 

vel325=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b+d6a)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k5b*k6a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k4b*k6b+exp(((d2a+d2b+
d5a+d6b)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4b*k5a*k6b 

vel33=k2a*(k2b*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)+k3b*(exp((d2b*F)/kT)*k3a*k4a*k4b+exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/
kT)*(k3a*k4a+(k3a+k4a)*k4b)*k5b+exp(((d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k3a+k4a)*k4b*k6b) 

vel3=T*k1a*k1b*(k3a*(vel31+vel32+vel325)+vel33) 

beta11=exp((d2b*F)/kT)*k1a*k1mb*k2a+exp((d2a*F)/kT)*k1b*k1ma*k2b+(k1a+k1b)*k2a*k2b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a)*F)/kT)*
k1a*k1mb*k5a+exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2b*k5a 

beta12=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*k1b*k1ma*k5b+exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2a*k5b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*
F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k5a*k5b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a)*F)/kT)*k1a*k1mb*k6a 

beta13=exp(((d2a+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2b*k6a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k5b*k6a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6
b)*F)/kT)*k1b*k1ma*k6b 

beta14=exp(((d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2a*k6b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k5a*k6b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d
6a+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k6a*k6b 

beta1=k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b*(beta11+beta12+beta13+beta14) 

beta21=exp((d2a*F)/kT)*k2b*k3b*k4a*k4b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k4b*k5a+exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*k2b*(k4a
*k4b+k3b*(k4a+k4b))*k5a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k4b*k5b 



 
 

beta22=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*k3b*(k4a+k4b)*k5a*k5b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k4b*k6a+exp(((d2a
+d6a)*F)/kT)*k2b*k4a*(k3b+k4b)*k6a 

beta23=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b+d6a)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k5b*k6a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4a*k4b*k6b+exp(((d2a+d2b+
d5a+d6b)*F)/kT)*k3b*k4b*k5a*k6b 

beta24=k2b*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)+k3b*(exp((d2b*F)/kT)*k3a*k4a*k4b+exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*
(k3a*k4a+(k3a+k4a)*k4b)*k5b+exp(((d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k3a+k4a)*k4b*k6b) 

beta2=T*k1a*k1b*(k3a*(beta21+beta22+beta23)+k2a*beta24) 

beta=T*exp(-(((d2a+d2b)*F)/kT))*(beta1+beta2) 

dgamma=-2*T^2*exp(-
(((d2a+d2b)*F)/kT))*k1a*k1b*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b*(exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*k2b*k5a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*k5a*k5
b+k2a*(k2b+exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*k5b)-exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a+d6b)*F)/kT)*k6a*k6b) 

ddgamma=-4*T^2*exp(-
(((d2a+d2b)*F)/kT))*k1a*k1b*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b*(exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*k2b*k5a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*k5a*k5
b+k2a*(k2b+exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*k5b)+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a+d6b)*F)/kT)*k6a*k6b) 

dbeta=-2*T^2*exp(-
(((d2a+d2b)*F)/kT))*k1a*k1b*(k4a*k4b*(exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*k2b*k3b*k5a+exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*k2a*k3a*k5b+exp(((
d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k3a+k3b)*k5a*k5b)- 
exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k6a*k6b) 

alpha11=exp(((d2a+d2b)*F)/kT)*(k1b*k1ma+k1a*k1mb)*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b+(k1a+k1b)*k2a*k2b*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4
b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b) 

alpha12=exp((d2a*F)/kT)*k2b*(k1b*k1ma*k3a*k3b*k4a+k1a*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b+k1b*(k1ma*k3a*k3b+k3a*k3b*k4a+k1ma*(
k3a+k3b)*k4a)*k4b) 

alpha13=exp((d2b*F)/kT)*k2a*(k1a*k1mb*k3a*k3b*k4a+k1b*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b+k1a*(k1mb*k3a*k3b+k3a*k3b*k4a+k1mb*(
k3a+k3b)*k4a)*k4b) 

alpha14=exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2b*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k5a 

alpha15=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a)*F)/kT)*(k1a*k1mb*k3a*k3b*k4a+k1b*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b+k1a*(k1mb*k3a*k3b+k3a*k3b*k4a+
k1mb*(k3a+k3b)*k4a)*k4b)*k5a 

alpha16=exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2a*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k5b 

alpha17=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k1b*k1ma*k3a*k3b*k4a+k1a*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b+k1b*(k1ma*k3a*k3b+k3a*k3b*k4a+
k1ma*(k3a+k3b)*k4a)*k4b)*k5b 

alpha18=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k5a*k5b+exp(((d2a
+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2b*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k6a 

alpha19=exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k1a*k1mb*k3a*k3b*k4a+k1b*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b+k1a*(k1mb*k3a*k3b+k3a*k3b*k4a+
k1mb*(k3a+k3b)*k4a)*k4b)*k6a 

alpha20=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k5b*k6a+exp(((d2b
+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*k2a*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k`b 

alpha21=exp(((d2a+d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1b*k1ma*k3a*k3b*k4a+k1a*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b+k1b*(k1ma*k3a*k3b+k3a*k3b*k4a+
k1ma*(k3a+k3b)*k4a)*k4b)*k6b 

alpha22=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k5a*k6b+exp(((d2a
+d2b+d6a+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k1a+k1b)*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k6a*k6b 

alpha23=k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b*(k2a+exp((d2a*F)/kT)*(k1ma+exp((d5a*F)/kT)*k5a+exp((d6a*F)/kT)*k6a))*(k2b+exp((d2b*F)/kT
)*(k1mb+exp((d5b*F)/kT)*k5b+exp((d6b*F)/kT)*k6b)) 



 
 

alpha30=exp(((d2a+d2b)*F)/kT)*k3a*k3b*k4a*k4b+exp((d2a*F)/kT)*k2b*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)
+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a)*F)/kT)*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k5a 

alpha31=exp(((d2a+d5a)*F)/kT)*k2b*(k4a*k4b+k3b*(k4a+k4b)+k3a*(k3b+k4a+k4b))*k5a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k3a*
k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k5b 

alpha32=exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k3b*(k4a+k4b)+k3a*(k3b+k4a+k4b))*k5a*k5b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k3a*
k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k6a 

alpha33=exp(((d2a+d6a)*F)/kT)*k2b*(k4a*(k3b+k4b)+k3a*(k3b+k4a+k4b))*k6a+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5b+d6a)*F)/kT)*(k3b*k4a+
k3a*(k3b+k4a))*k5b*k6a 

alpha34=exp(((d2a+d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k6b+exp(((d2a+d2b+d5a+d6b)*F)/k
T)*(k3b*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4b))*k5a*k6b 

alpha35=k2a*(exp((d2b*F)/kT)*(k3a*k3b*k4a+k3b*k4a*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a)*k4b)+k2b*(k3b*k4a+(k3b+k4a)*k4b+k3a*(k3b+
k4a+k4b))+exp(((d2b+d5b)*F)/kT)*(k3b*k4a+(k3b+k4a)*k4b+k3a*(k3b+k4a+k4b))*k5b+exp(((d2b+d6b)*F)/kT)*(k3b*(k3a+k
4a)+(k3a+k3b+k4a)*k4b)*k6b) 

alpha=exp(-(((d2a+d2b)*F)/kT))*(T*(alpha11+alpha12+alpha13+alpha14+alpha15+alpha16+alpha17+ 
alpha18+alpha19+alpha20+alpha21+alpha22)+alpha23+T^2*k1a*k1b*(alpha30+alpha31+alpha32+alpha33+alpha34+alpha35)) 

 

  



 
 

FitSpace Explorer Error Analysis 
Confidence contours were calculated for all pairs of parameters in the kinetic model, based on the method 
of Johnson et al. [S2]. The sum square error (SSE) was calculated for the optimal values from the fit. 
Then, new fits were calculated by fixing the parameter pair (here, denoted as x and y) while letting all 
other parameters vary. Two-dimensional views of the contours of the reciprocal normalized SSE 
(SSEmin/SSEx,y) were plotted over appropriate ranges of x and y (Figure S3). Confidence intervals were 
calculated at the 5% level by iteratively calculating contours around the minimum and maximum values 
of x and y where SSEmin/SSEx,y =1/1.05 (Table S2).The FitSpace analysis confirms that the parameter 
set is properly constrained by the experimental data, as the contours are generally well-defined for each 
pair. Both the FitSpace analysis and the error from the least-squares fit depend on the experimental errors, 
which for all velocities were represented as the standard error of the mean (s.e.m.). For many 
experimental conditions, the errors were small, due to the large number of data points, and other 
systematic sources of error may dominate. The FitSpace analysis highlights any interdependencies 
between parameters, and helps determine confidence in the model. The lower and upper limits indicate 
that the confidence intervals from this analysis are generally wider than those obtained from the least 
squares fit, and may better represent the accuracy of the model. 

The parameters associated with ATP binding and hydrolysis (k1A,B and k3A,B) and the distance parameters 

() were more narrowly determined than those of ATP unbinding (k−1A,B) and neck linker docking (k2A,B). 
The interval was wide for Pi release (k4B) at the 5% level, and we found that the contour could not be 
determined at the 10% level. The inverse of the randomness represents the number of rate-limiting steps 
in a linear cycle and at low forces, k2B and k4B are expected to be rate-limiting for the KIF3B head. Their 
interdependence is evident from the contour plot. Because k4b represents a biochemical step that is solely 
determined from the randomness data, it is natural that this parameter is the least constrained. The 
corresponding parameter for the KIF3A head, k4A, could not be constrained due to the high randomness 
values of KIF3A constructs, and was therefore included in the fit only as a fixed (very fast) parameter. 
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